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The Flat Season Approaches... Look Out For This Super 
Trainer - By High Roller Racing


As stables prepare for new Flat Turf season there is one trainer across the Channel 
who is getting his horses ready in a much calmer climate. The man in Jean Claude 
Rouget... Superman French Trainer. 


This man is one of the Aga Khan's trainers who is another French Genius alongside 
the household names of Andre Fabre and Alain Du Roy Dupres.


Jean Claude Rouget was born in 1953 and at the age of 25 took out a trainers licence 
based in Pau. In his early years Jean Claude was a dual purpose trainer which means 
he trained flat horses and national hunt horses. Like in all fairy stories he trained a 
winner with his first runner and gradually became a dominant force in the southwest 
of France.


From 1993 Jean Claude decided to concentrate solely on Flat horses in an effort to 
rise up the rankings aiming to be the best around. This was not as easy as it sounds 
though because the top trainers had the facilities and were based in and around 
Chantilly.


Very quickly Jean Claude set a record which still stands of 242 winners in a season 
and won Group1 races courtesy of a horse called Millkom who won six times in the 
southwest before taking Group1 honours in the Prix Jean Prat and Grand Prix de 
Paris. Millkom lost in the Arc but bounced back to win the Group1 Man O'War Stakes. 
Jean Claude was moving up the ladder... very quickly.


As the years progressed Jean Claude was leading winner trainer in France and by the 
turn of the century the sky was his limit as Group race winners were coming along on 
a very regular basis. Then in 2007 Literato won  the Champion Stakes at Newmarket 
as Jean Claude made his mark in Great Britain. That same year saw the Aga Khan 
starting relations with this progressive trainer to add him to their list of trainers was 
indeed recognition.


By 2010 Jean Claude had trained 5,000 winners... what a great achievement? 
Success sometimes interrupted by disaster such as when Valyra was tragically killed 
in an accident. She was a superb filly destined for the very top. Jean Claude 
continues to train winners and bounced back with Ervedya in 2015 to win three 
Group1 races including the Coronation Stakes.


It's obvious to us all by now this man, Jean Claude Rouget, is a genius who is 
heading towards 6,000 winners and any horses he runs must be feared. Jean Claude 
is heading towards 'Legend' status amongst the great trainers. Any man who gives 
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Aidan O'Brien a challenge Must indeed be pretty good and that has happened over 
recent seasons.


It’s FREE to join HIGH ROLLER RACING where we tip a MAXIMUM of ONE HORSE 
per day. If the tip WINS you pay £10 if it LOSES you pay NOTHING.

Give us a trial and see if you like us by following the link below.


For the best bets each day from High Roller Racing CLICK HERE! 

Today's Sports Betting Preview - By Rick Elliott


Are England A World Cup Bet At 16/1?  

There are no major football matches in Britain tonight because the Premier League 
and Champions League are taking a break to accommodate international football 
friendlies. One of the most intriguing fixtures is the match at the Luzhniki Stadium in 
Moscow between Russia and Brazil. World Cup qualification is done and dusted and 
now teams are preparing for the tournament in Russia in the summer. 


Gareth Southgate must continue to do his job on the assumption that England 
compete but that issue may be taken out of his hands. In Harry Kane ENGLAND only 
have one world class player so look too short at 16/1 with William Hill to win the World 
Cup. Whatever the heart says the head says that won’t happen but we might never 
know if non-football events make participation impossible. 


England are not good enough to win the World Cup but at least they qualified. There 
are some significant absentees, notably Italy who have been the World champions 
four times and have played in the last 15 tournaments. Italy were only a goal away 
from playing in Russia but Holland were never in contention. The team that made the 
semi-finals in Brazil four years ago were a mile away from qualifying this time.  


England play the Netherlands away from home in a friendly on Friday night. The 
manager has introduced some fresh faces but there could be a recognisable player in 
goal. Joe Hart’s loss of confidence is part of the collateral damage at West Ham but 
he is in the squad for this week’s match and Evens with bet365 to make the World 
Cup squad. HART still looks like being on the plane for Russia.   


This time last week we were anticipating the Cheltenham Festival and the meeting did 
not let us down. We now have a lull before the Grand National meeting at Aintree and 
it’s back to moderate Tuesday afternoon fare. There’s actually some decent prize 
money on the All-Weather at Newcastle tonight. The richest race of the fixture is the 
six furlong handicap at 6.40. On ratings MYBOYHENRY looks a good bet at 9/1 with 
Betfair to win this contest. 
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The Quickest Way To Read The Form - By Eddie Lloyd


Form reading is a skill. It’s been used to find winners and losers since horse racing 
first began. It can be very satisfying to read a race, watch it and get it spot on. That’s 
why we do it! For the thrill of our judgement, being right. Oh, and to win money!


The problem with form reading is, to do it properly, it takes a long time and if you’re 
looking at a 14 runner handicap, it could take hours. However, there is a quick way to 
read the form and most people overlook it.


When looking for a winner and using the form, we need to consider three things. The 
going, distance and the course. If the horse has shown the ability in these three areas, 
then he should be more than capable of repeating it. I appreciate that this is not 
always the case but we’ve got a head start if we can find these horses.


Head over to the Racing Post and select a race. Handicaps are best, as generally, we 
have enough form for us to find the right type of horse. I’m going to take a look at the 
16:10 Wetherby, today -


https://www.racingpost.com/racecards/87/wetherby/2018-03-20/695047


Once on that page, we need to scroll down to the bottom and look for the Stats 
column. This is completely free to use and can give us the quickest way of 
understanding the form.  


We want to be looking at the By Horse section. You can see that it shows you how 
many times a horse has won over the going, distance and course. The higher the 
percentage, the better. The standout horse in this race is Newberry New. He’s won on 
this going 3 times and has won over the course. Apart from Top Cat Henry, no other 
horse has won over this distance, so it’s all to play for.


So, within 10 seconds, we’ve found our qualifying horse. I would now, quickly check 
the form of Newberry New and check to see if he’s capable of the distance. We can 
do this by clicking on the horse’s name on the card and looking at his previous races. 
He’s won over 2 miles 4 furlongs and by considerable distances which would suggest 
he can stay the extra 1 and a half furlongs in today’s race.


The last thing to do is to check the market. He’s up there vying for favouritism so 
becomes a bet.


The whole process took me about 60 seconds to complete and is by far the quickest 
way to narrow down the field and read the form.
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There are many more complex ways to read the form and I will cover these in other 
articles, but for now, this method will have you churning out the winners in less than 5 
minutes a day.


I’ve gone through the cards today and the following are all qualifying bets, using this 
system.


15:40 Wetherby - Eminent Poet  

16:10 Wetherby - Newberry New 

5:35 Newcastle - Dubawi Fifty 

18:40 Newcastle - Vj Day 

Tuesday’s Horses In Focus - By Unity Racing Investments


Well Cheltenham threw up a few surprises. I have never seen the ground so testing at 
the meeting and it certainly told. Not only did the weather play a part here it is through 
out racing right now. It's hard to say how it effects horses but this recent cold snap 
when we should be heading into spring will have some effect. Also plenty of snow has 
stopped some horses from training. On the plus side we landed 16/1 advised winner 
this week with EMIGRATED 10/1 sp that paid back a few losses and has left us a 
good platform to build on this week. 


On paper we have some really good bets and I’m certainly positive that we can make 
a decent return this month. 


TUESDAY’S HORSES IN FOCUS 


Newcastle 5-35 Handicap (Class 2) 16f - DUBAWI FIFTY is clear favourite and 
strong in the market but I'm going to give a chance on 8/1 shot CONTINUUM. Quite a 
fragile horse but one with plenty of ability. He posted a decent rating last run and has 
gone bigger in the past. I certainly prefer the odds on offer here even with the risk of a 
bad run. Certainly, capable of doing better. 


Newcastle 8-45 Handicap (Class 4) 6f - HAROME looks to be getting stronger as he 
ages, now a 4 year old he has been a stiff mark for a while but the horse has lots of 
potential they thought he would progress to listed level by the time he was 5 so keep 
this one in your diary they think he is a nice horse who needed time and experience 
may need the run today but is as fit as they can get him at home is the advice but 
16/1 I think has some value with that considered. ONE TO LOOK OUT FOR! 
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I have an account bet at Wetherby today as well and I was going to share here but 
non runners in the race have seen the price fall and now it doesn’t represent much in 
the way of value sadly so I won’t mention it here we could have a winner from these 2 
bets above.


CLICK HERE - 12 Month Membership Only £96.00!
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